
Evolution by Natural 

Selection

Though it is considered a theory, 

there are few “facts” more widely 

accepted in all of science!



Charles Darwin & 

Alfred Russel Wallace

• Charles Darwin is often called the father of 
Evolution

• His ideas were beyond nearly all lines of 
thought and the book he published ‘On the 
Origin of Species’ still holds substantial 
scientific theory today

• However, there was ONE other known 
person to have a similar theory, his name 
is Alfred Russel Wallace and without his 
work, many wonder if Darwin would have 
even published his work



Brave Darwin/Religious Darwin

• Be it for fear of religious persecution or 

because Darwin himself was religious, he 

barely even discussed human evolution.

• "Light will be thrown on the origin of man 

and his history," was all that was even 

mentioned by Darwin in his book. 



Darwin’s Book
• The book Darwin published in 1859 called 

On the Origin of Species by Means of 

Natural Selection was an exceptionally 

well document, tested, and defended 

theory

• It discussed how organisms evolved from 

other organisms and new species formed 

from other, pre-existing organisms

• Evolution claims that organisms are 

always changing through natural selection



Natural Selection

• Darwin used the term “Descent with 
Modification” to describe evolution

• He meant that organisms ‘descend’ from 
other organisms

• One species ‘descends’ or comes from 
another species, by a means called 
natural selection

• Natural selection is the motor that drives 
evolution



Natural Selection

• 1. Each individual organism 
in a population have very 
distinct traits such as tall & 
short; blue eyes vs. brown 
eyes



Natural Selection

• 2.  Some of the trait differences 
are passed on to offspring.  
– For example, Tall parents may tend to have 

tall offspring

– This means the trait (tall) has some genetic 

basis and is inheritable



Natural Selection

3. When an organism is 
selected against (dies), it 
does so BEFORE it is able 
to reproduce.



Natural Selection

• 4. It is Not the number of offspring you 

produce that gives your genes the best 

chance of survival, it is WHICH genes 
you have that decides your 
chances 



Natural Selection

• Therefore, it is through the passing on of 
the BEST genes that offspring is able to 
survive

• Because the offspring are able to survive, 
they are able to reproduce

• Once they reproduce, they pass on the 
good genes to their offspring, which are 
able to survive and repeat the process

• This is how natural selection makes a 
community STRONGER



Natural Selection

• The Faster organisms make faster babies.

• The faster babies make faster babies

• The slower babies are eaten by predators

• Before long, all of the population will be 
fast

• If the predators are not able to keep up, 
they die

• If all the predators die, the fast organism is 
no longer selected for



Natural Selection 
• The reason natural selection is called the 

‘engine’ that drives evolution is because it 
is this selection that causes change

• As a specific trait is chosen for it begins to 
become dominantly seen in a community

• Sometimes that change begins to 
separate the different members of a 
community 

• If this occurs, you may begin to get new 
species over time

• The new species would have ‘evolved’ 
from the original species



The big NO-NO!

• The problem with natural selection is that 

everyone thinks that it gives a new 

species what it needs to survive

• However, that is not at all the case

• Natural selection merely chooses for a trait 

that is already there

• It DOES NOT give a trait

• Over time, it may make a trait better or 

more distinct, but the trait needed to 

already be there in the first place



Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

• In 1809 (about 20 years before Darwin) 

Lamarck published a book.

– His hypothesis stated that there was an 

inheritance of acquired traits.  

– He claimed organisms were forever changing 

(one of the first to propose such change)

– He said organisms were moving towards 

perfection (and that humans were the MOST 

perfect)

– His theory was incorrect and caused a 

negative “connotation” towards evolution



Speciation

• Speciation is the creation of a NEW 
species.

• It, like evolution, is driven by natural 
selection

• An organism is considered a new species 
when it can no longer successfully make 
viable offspring within its old species

• This almost always occurs after a species 
becomes separated and adapts to 
different selective pressures



Extinction

• One of the major problems with evolution and 

natural selection is finding cold hard evidence

• If an organism doesn’t have the traits required 

for survival they usually don’t last long because 

they die or are eaten and go extinct leaving little 

evidence of its existence

• Plus evolution takes many millions of years 

(even though it is happening all the time)

• Once a species goes extinct its genes are no 

longer added to the population



Extinction

• However, these organisms genes that 

have entered the gene pool are still viable 

and leave behind faint blueprints of 

species long gone

• We are able to match these fingerprints to 

the few fossils left behind

• But…  Why cant we use fossils to 

accurately map evolutionary past????



Fossils
• We can to some degree use fossils to map 

evolution

• However, there are large gaps in the fossil 
record that to the common person seem 
strange

• It is often forgotten when viewing the many 
dinosaur fossils found in museums that the 
dinosaurs existed for MILLIONS of years, 
and that is the only reason why there are a 
lot of fossils of them

• Most species are lost without ever being 
fossilized 



Questions??

• It does stand to reason that upon 
observing and comparing different species 
certain questions arise…

– Why do humans have tail bones but no tails?

– Why do birds have what appear to have 
fingers inside of their wings

– What is the purpose of goose bumps when 
humans have so little body hair

– Why do snakes have reduced hip bone 
structures?  



Vestigial Traits

• One of the main forms of evidence for 

evolution is the presence of Vestigial 

organs 

• This is an organ that is either incompletely 

developed or reduced and has no 

apparent use 

• Often these organs are remarkably similar 

to other organs in similar species



Vestigial Traits
• The Wings on Flightless Birds 

• Hind Leg Bones in Whales 

• Body hair and goose bumps on humans

• Human tailbone

• Blind fish and subterranean organisms

• Human wisdom teeth

• Sex organs of dandelions (clones)

• Fake sex in whiptailed lizards

• Male breast tissue and nipples

• Human appendix (plant digestion)



The other big NO NO!

• Evolution is NOT LINEAR! (it is not a 

straight line!!)

• Evolution states that things evolve from 

COMMON DESCENT or common 

ancestors

• Evolution by no means has ever claimed 

that humans are descendants of monkeys, 

only that they shared a common ancestor



Phylogenetic Trees

• A way of trying to track evolution through 

time is to use a phylogenetic tree

• This is a diagram that describes the 

relationships among species

• It takes the form of a branching tree that 

has a common ancestor of the various 

species at the base



Structural Homologies

• Any two morphological traits that are 

similar between different species

• (morphology is the study of the form or 

shape of an organism or part thereof)



Divergent Evolution

• Divergent Evolution is what we commonly 

think of when we think of evolution

• One organism is similar to another 

organism because it SHARES a common 

ancestor 

• This is also called the process of adaptive 

radiation



Convergent Evolution

• Sometimes, organisms can exhibit 
homologous traits with another species yet 
have NO recent relation (they don’t 
recently have a shared ancestor)

• This is called Convergent Evolution

• This occurs when natural selection favors 
similar solutions to the problems posed by 
a similar way of making a living

• The traits are called Analogous 
structures



Adaptation 

• An adaptation is a genetic change within a 
new species that increases its Darwinian 
fitness (chances of survival to age of 
reproduction)  

• Darwinian Fitness is the collective traits 
that improves an organisms chances of 
survival

– The physical traits and behavior that enable 
organisms to survive and reproduce in their 
environment.



How long?

• Evolution is an incredibly slow process.

• Depending on the rate of reproduction and 

the amount of time till maturity organisms 

can take anywhere from years to hundreds 

of thousands of years to evolve

• Geological records show the earth to be 

approximately 4.5 b.y.o. 

• Life is estimated to be about 3 b.y.o.



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
• The Hardy–Weinberg principle states that 

both allele and genotype frequencies in a 
population remain constant

• —that is, they are in equilibrium—from 
generation to generation unless specific 
“disturbing influences” are introduced.

• In this equilibrium, there is NO evolution by 
natural selection

– The population WILL NOT CHANGE if it is in 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

• It is in the “disturbing influences” that 
evolution and natural selection exist



“disturbing influences” = 

H-W Assumptions

• The disturbing influences mentioned are 
what are called the H-W assumptions, that 
MUST be true for a population to remain 
unchanged

– No selection is occurring

– No genetic drift is occurring or random allele 
frequency changes

– No Gene Flow

– No Mutations

– Mating is random within a population



If… Than…

• IF the Hardy-Weinberg principle is violated 
in any of its 5 assumptions, THAN
evolution is occurring in a population.

• This theory has been proven at a genetic 
level, a gene frequency level, and even at 
a population level

• Therefore, by proving or disproving H-W 
Equilibrium, you can prove or disprove 
evolution’s presence… and existence…



Genetic Drift
• Genetic drift is the indirect loss of alleles 

through random selection.

• It causes allele frequencies to drift up and 
down randomly over time.
– Also called Sampling error

• Because it causes a change in the population because 
of “blind luck”

• It is totally random with respect to fitness

• It is most pronounced in small populations

• Overtime, it can lead to the random loss or 
fixation of alleles

• The smaller the population the larger the 
threat of Genetic Drift eliminating important 
alleles



Bottlenecking

• Population bottlenecking:  is the drastic 

reduction in size of a large population to a 

small population

– Often causes

• Genetic  Bottlenecking:  the drastic loss 

of alleles from a divers gene pool.

– Can be caused by natural and unnatural 

events

– Is a major problem in wild populations today



Why Does Variation Matter?

“The Tangled Bank” Hypothesis
• Variation is crucial to the driving forces of 

natural selection because pressures rarely 
remain the same for long (“Red Queen”)

• Sexual reproduction increases diversity by 
genetic shuffling of traits for each offspring
– This can lead to competition between siblings 

• “The Tangled Bank” Hypothesis envisions a 
tangled stream bank covered in competing 
organisms.
– The best opportunity a parent organism has of 

creating a successful offspring in such a 
saturated market is to diversify each organism in 
hopes that one or two can meet all the criteria for 
survival



3 Types of Natural Selection

• Directional selection is when allele 

frequencies change in one direction

– This will change the average value of a trait



3 Types of Natural Selection
• Stabilizing Selection is when the 

selection causes NO CHANGE in the 

average value of a trait over time, BUT 

can reduce the genetic variation.



3 Types of Natural Selection
• Disruptive selection is the selection that 

eliminates the phenotypes near the 

average value and favors the extremes 



Natural or Sexual

• We have already discussed natural 

selection in its entirety… the idea that the 

fittest organisms survive

• SO WHY DO ADAPTATIONS THAT DO 

NOT PROMOTE FITNESS 

EXIST?????????

– This idea not only perplexed Darwin, but it 

was the main attack used by those who 

disagreed with Darwin’s legendary theory…



Sexual Selection

• The fourth type of selection is not a direct 
form of natural selection, but rather it is the 
selection that occurs when a phenotype is 
favored in order to increase mating…

• This is called Sexual Selection and was also 
a theory published by Darwin later in his life

– It was called his last great theory

• Sexual selection often conflicts with natural 
selection in that some phenotypes that are 
favored may not increase fitness

• THIS IS STILL A “NATURAL SELECTION”



Evolutionary Anthropology

• How is it possible that some ancestral, 

probably arboreal ape like organism could 

have evolved into the big brained, 

incredibly social, inventive ape species 

that has conquered nature, explored the 

depths of the sea, and traveled to the 

moon???

– Three mutations:

• Neoteny

• Movement of the Occipital Foramen Magnum

• Tri-fold larynx 


